Official response of the Government of Poland

In response to the media alert of 4 January 2016 on the Council of Europe Platform to
promote the protection of journalism and safety of journalists entitled: “Polish Law on Public
Service Broadcasting Removes Guarantees of Independence”, the Government of the
Republic of Poland has a pleasure to submit the following.

Primarily, the Government would like to reiterate that it is fully committed to principles and values
of the Council of Europe. In particular, we are deeply convinced that preservation of freedom of
expression and promotion of free and pluralistic public service media significantly contribute to
realising the ideas and principles embodied in the Statute of the Council of Europe.
Poland subscribes to the commitments made by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of
Europe in 2012 in its Declaration on Public Service Media Governance, whereby it stated that
Public Media Service must remain independent of political or economic interference and should be
accountable and transparent.
In this context it is to be stressed that all the recent legislative changes introduced to the Polish law
on public service broadcasting are lawful, legitimate and remain in conformity with this
Declaration.
Having that in mind we consider the media alert of 4 January 2016 as unfounded, and in any case
not based on actually most serious concerns about media freedom and journalists` rights.
What is more, vague and enigmatic nature of the arguments raised in the aforementioned alert
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to comment upon it.
In particular it should be noted that:
1. The supposed “removal of guarantees for independence” of the public service media is not
specified as to the exact “guarantee” which is claimed to be removed.
2. Alert does not specify which norms of the Council of Europe and in what way, are alleged to
be broken.
3. Alert does not specify which provision (“mandate”) of the Polish Constitution was alleged to
be infringed.
Noting the above and at the same time being committed to effective cooperation within the
framework of the Platform, the Government wish to provide the following clarifications.
The State Treasury as the owner of public media companies is free to decide how its ownership is
being managed and who is supervising the management process. This is the reason why the power
to nominate management and supervisory boards was granted back to the Treasury. This is,
however, only temporary solution taken in order to end improper situation, which was persisting in
public media since 1992 and which allowed National Broadcasting Council (the media market
regulator) to nominate management and supervisory boards of public service media companies. As
the Council of Europe experts stressed in their opinion of 11 May 2012 on Hungarian Media
Legislation (p. 32), the body which “has overall regulatory responsibility for services … should
play no part in setting the contract terms or the appointment of senior managers to the services it
regulates because this would undermine the necessary independence between regulator and

regulated.” Unfortunately, it had been the case in Poland since 1992 until the present amendment
which introduces the full compliance with the CoE standard in media regulation.
However, that legal solution is of temporary nature pending the adoption of a new legislation,
which is to envisage a new comprehensive system of the functioning of public service media,
similar to many other solutions applied in the CoE Member States, where the appointment for
public media management remains within the powers of a new independent body and not the State
administration.
It was never, nor will it be in the future, the intention of Polish authorities to renounce of the
guarantees of independence of public service broadcasters. On the contrary, the primary intention
guiding the Polish Government in its media related legislative initiatives, is to render public media
services pluralistic and open to diversity of opinions and content. This has not always been the case
in the past, provoking vivid critic of the Polish Journalists Association.
The said Polish Journalists Association at its last Extraordinary Assembly called upon quick and
radical change in public service media. This was the reason why the new legislation was “hurriedly
adopted”. Adoption of this amendment was very much welcomed by the Polish Journalists
Association with the official statement (attached to this answer).
It is to be stressed, that competences of the National Broadcasting Council as provided in the
Article 6 of the Public Broadcasting Service Act 1992 for ensuring media pluralism and freedom of
expression, stay untouched by the amending statute. The only derogation refers to the Council
power to determine composition of the management within public media companies, which has
already been described. The National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT) will continue its media
market-regulator function in the same way as before, including its supervisory powers ensuring
pluralism in media.
The Government of the Republic of Poland wishes to express its astonishment with such
stigmatising and biased claims against Poland, as exposed in the alert. It is to be regretted that the
civil society mechanisms provided by the Council of Europe are being used in such an irresponsible
and offensive way.

